# By the Numbers

**LOCATION:** Crawford County  
**NUMBER OF ACRES:** 1,357.70  
**ACRES IN ACTIVE STEWARDSHIP:** 465  
**NUMBER OF FULL-TIME STAFF:** 6  
**NUMBER OF PART-TIME STAFF:** 21  
**VOLUNTEER HOURS:*** 4,649.5  
**2019 ATTENDANCE:*** 449,992  
**MILES OF TRAIL:** 8.6  
**NUMBER OF STRUCTURES:** 22  
**MILES OF ROADWAYS:** 4.37  
**NUMBER OF CAVE TOURS GIVEN:*** 23,479  
**NUMBER OF PROGRAMS PRESENTED:*** 251  
**STATE SALES TAX PAID:*** $21,350.74  
**LOCAL SALES TAX PAID:*** $11,994.00  
**TOTAL SALES TAX:** $33,344.74  

## Budget

**SMALL MAINTENANCE & REPAIR BUDGET:** $14,500.00  
**CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTS IN PROGRESS:*** 4  
**ANNUAL BUDGET:** $530,998.00  

## Camping & Lodging

**NUMBER OF CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD:*** 6,476  
**NUMBER OF CAMPSITES:** 66  
**NUMBER OF OVERNIGHT GUESTS:*** 20,461  
**CAMPING NIGHTS SOLD BY ZIP CODE:** >>>>>>>>

## Special Events

Annual Public Meeting, Brew & Stew, Onondaga Paranormal Tour, Spooky Cave Tours, Photo Tours of Cathedral Cave and Onondaga Cave, Cathedral Cave Night Tour, Cathedral Cave Off Trail Cave Trip, Hummingbird Banding, Hot August Night Cool Cave Music Series, Onondaga Historical Lantern Tour, National Trails Day Hike, May All Your Weeds Be Wildflowers  

* All numbers through December 2019  
† Information includes park and concession-run operations.  
** Estimated park and concession sales tax paid